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Kaldenhoven
Her pioneering 1998 auction of
avant-garde art from across
Asia was a roster of suPerstars,
ahead of its time and Yet a total
bust. Auction houses have never
been the same. BY AndY Cohen

Kaldenhoven shuffies a stack of papers and then gazes out the window'
pausing to recall a pivotal moment in her life' In October of 1998' Maria
first
Kaldenhoven and her colleagues at Christie's pioneered the West's
London'
in
art
sale ofAsian avânt-gârde
At the time-only a decade ago-it was unheard of to sel1 cutting-edge

ârtatâuction;thetraditionairoutewasthroughgalleriesordirectlyfrom

artists themselves. Kaldenhoven was ripe for the challenge' A Sinologist
fluent in Mandarin, she understood the irony and dificulty of bringing
new art from Asia to the mainstream auction world. "If the establishment
knows about it," she reasoned, "it is no longer avant-garde'"
A specialist in traditional Chinese painting for Christie's London'

KaldenhoveneventuallyturnedtoChina,savant-gardeartists.She

YBAs
remarks, "They were on a far higher intellectual level than the
professors
were
artists
Chinese
Many
[Young British Artists] of the day.
wellund -riters with academic training, or intellectuals who were
Revolution'
Cultural
philosophy"'The
poetry
and
calligraphy,
versed in
communist propaganda and Tiananmen Square fue1ed their art'
was
Once the idea took hold, xaldenhoven moved quickly' London
artists
becoming abooming marketplace for contemporary art' Howevet
ofa
knew
Kaldenhoven
sidelines'
to
the
from Asia were still relegated
Wang
sculptor
including
Paris,
and
in
London
living
few Chinese artists
radical
Keping and painters Ye Xin and Ma Desheng' In contrast to the
artists'
art being created in Korea, China and Japan by relativeiy unknown
auctions
in
London
the sensationally conservative YBlt's were selling out

and galleries thanks to powerful marketing'
An astute observer ofadvertising's role in the YBA frenzy, Kaldenhoven
worked
wanted to use the system to bring Asian art to London' Since she
it
alone, she states,
Going
route.
obvious
the
was
an
auction
christie,s,
for

would have been impossible. Even with Christie's backing
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however'
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personal history
staging such a sale was risky.

If it went badly, consignors would end up

with unsold works. The auction hoilse would lose money and prestige,
and worse, sacri{rce market share to the competition. Furthermore, an
unsuccessful sale would only reinforce Western apathy towards the work'
To test the water, Kaldenhoven slipped in a few contemporary works into

$zr.5oo. well below the estimate of $:o,ooo. His iconic ostriches (r998),
which failed to sell, was on view this year at the San Francisco Museum
of Modern Art in "Half-Life of a Dream: Contemporary Chinese Art from
the Logan Col1ection." Today, both paintings would fetch over $2 million.

her classicirl sales. Some so1d, some didn't.
Auction house bureaucracy was another major obstacle. First, tl-rere

Wang Guangyi's Self-Criticism: My Body (Foot, Tooth, Tongue) (1992) went
unsold at an estimate of $12,0oo, while another Wang work from the same
era, Little Criticism: Fruit (1992), sold in 2007 in London for $53200o at

were the directors of Christie's Asian Art Department in Hong Kong. In
London, she had to keep the Contemporâry Art Depârtment in the 1oop.
Once she received the green light, raldenhoven and her colleagues had

sold at Sothebl"s London in 2007 for

less than six rnonths to locate the art, talk with collectors and galleries
and publish the fuil-color catalog.
On a whirlwind tour, Kaldenhoven swept through Hong Kong,
Singapore and Taiwan for u'orks. She visited collectors and smail galleries
in the US, France, Germany, Switzerland, Ho11and, Belgium and Italy. She
dispatched a consultant to Jâpan. As few Japanese artists were known
in the West, they needed established artists like Murakami and Tetsuya
Ishida to "ree1 in the {ish."
In her choice of artists for the sale, Kaldenhoven wanted to clispel the
notion that Asian ârt was all the same. What was her definition of avantgarde? "Groundbreaking in any fashion. It can be literary. But it doesn't
need to shock you or make you uncomfortable; groundbreaking art câl-I

look soothing to the e1'e." Kaldenhoven cites Qiu Shihr"ra, who paints
oils on linen, as an example. At first giance his paintings look white and
empty until a landscape slowly materializes. She mentions Gu Wenda,
with his "United Nations" (1993- ) instailations of calligraphic forms
macle of

Phillips de Pury. Zhang Xiaogang's two sma1l portraits, Bloodline Series
.f[o.54 & l{o. 55 (1996) which, in 1998 found a buyer at $9'800 for the pair,
a

total of $595,00o' Tetsuya Ishida's

paintings, which failed to sell at $2,500 each in 1998, sold in 2007 for
$530,000 and $27o,000 respectively.
And Kaldenhoven? "I resigned from Christie's because I couldn't go
any further there with Asian avant-garde art. I wanted to do more intense
and bigger projects, so I set up my own company in London. I consulted
for Christie's, Bonhams and Phillips." In 2o01, Kaldenhoven left London
and the art scene, moving to Holland where she married and started a
family. "I had to reinvent myself, at least for a while."
Kaldenhoven now heads the Department of Special Collections ât the
NationalLibraryofthe Netherlands. Sheworksq'ith illuminated manuscripts

and letters, doing research, conservation and making acquisitions.
Where does she buy the manuscripts? 'At auction, funn1' sn6u*h. Or from
private collectors. We are collecting our national heritage, so if there's a
great medieval manuscript at Christie's Londotl, we go for it."
ANDY COHEf,l ls

a

writer rnd filmmaker based ln Suritzer and

hurnan hair from different peoples of the world. Xu Bing's work

elegant Chinese calligraphy, but upon closer examination
turn out to be meaningless, or composed ofEngiish letters'
In Zhang Xiaogang's "Bloodline" series (lqq:- ), brush strokes disappear;
his portraits are soothing on the surface but conceal the hidden emotions
and historical oppression of past generations.
To attract buyers, Christie's catalog for the sale included two Ishida
canvases estimated at USD 3,000 each and two Murakami helium works,
p[r DOB (tOe5) and,aeyond the Twinkle (1998), at $4,300 each. On the
Chinese front s1-re sourced u,orks below rnarket prices: "Yue Minjun was
a rising star." Two of his large canvases from 1998 were estimated at
$30,000 each. "We only had two smal1 portraits by Zhang Xiaogang-he
was very hot." Estimated price: $9,00o for the pair.
Kaldenhoven also included a number of Hong Kong and Taiwanese

appears to be

the characters

in the shou'. She recalls Taiwanese artist Marvin Minto
installation Fairyland (iooa). fang fleu'to London, where
he planted seeds and watered them, timed so that the grass would attain
a particular height and pattern by the time of the sa1e.
Every'thing seemed set for the auction. The viewing took place on
October 10 in a fashionable East London warehouse. The groupies and
serious collectors who attended saw calligrapl-ry that wasn't calligraphy,
white monochromes that were in fact landscapes, and family portraits of
figures gazing stone-faced into space. How did they relate to this? They
drank, ate and left with Christie's slim lime-green catalog under their
arms, with neither a cover picture nor an essay by a famous curator.
On October 12, t1're day of the sale, the room wâs empty. A staggering
85 percent ofthe paintings failed to find buyers. Only 26 of170 lots
found a horne. Christie's took a serious loss. "I was disappointed rvith
the results," Kaldenhoven recalls. "But I also knew the risk and that the

eft, the cover of the catalog for Christie s October'12,1998, Asian Avant-Garde sale, London,
and at right Zeng Fanzhi's lot detail from that sa e
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Fang's grass

unlikely to be ready for this."
But the sale changed the auction house and their bottom line as
well, Kaldenhoven explains. Later that year, the groundbreaking show
of Chinese art, "Inside Out: New Chinese Art," was held at New York's
Asia Society. Many of the same artists in the sale appeared in the shor'v:
Gu Wenda, Xu Bing, Zhang Xiaogang, Mao Xuhui and Wang Guangyi.
In the 10 years since Christie's auction, prices have rocketed a
hundred-fold. In 1998, Yue Minjun's Immortal Crdnes (1997) sold for

Atleft.ihecoverofSothebvsSeptember17,2OOB'ContemporaryArtAsia;China Korea Japan
sa e, New York featuring Zeng Fanzhi s Mask Series (1997) At ri8ht, ot details from the 2O0B
auction, il ustrating the difference in price for Zeng s work between 1998 and 2008
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enve ope of Christie's
Autumn Sa es ln flong
Kong The green s a
reference to Kaldenhoven s
1998 Aslan Avant-Garde
sale, see above
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